Ecosystem of One
Converting Insights into Actions
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Loyal
customers
are made not born!

57%
It took too long
to earn points
or miles for
rewards

Source: 2017 Colloquy Loyalty Census

36%
The loyalty
program
communications
were irrelevant

53%
The loyalty
program did
not provide
rewards/offers I
was interested
in
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Customer engagement requires a “secret sauce”

11.7%

predicted CAGR of worldwide
revenues for big data and
analytics from 2016 to 2020

$17B

in big data and
analytics invested by
US banks in 2016

> 35%

US firms say they are not
effectively using predictive
analytics to grow

$31.3B

4.5x

forecasted global spend
on cognitive systems by
2019

Net new investments by U.S. enterprises
in 2020 projected to be in prescriptive
and predictive analytics

spend rate for cloud-based big
data and analytics solutions vs.
on-premise solutions

>40%

Sources: FIS Readiness Report, The Financial Brand and McKinsey and Company

Amount of data created for
every person on Earth each
second by 2020:

1.7MB
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Omni-channel customer approach: the spectrum of channels continues to grow
and integration is key
Social
Channels

eCommerce
via desktop
Augmented Reality (&
early days for VR)

mCommerce via
smart phones,
tablets

Voice Commerce

MOTO
IoT, Contextual
Commerce, Buy
buttons

In-store
eCommerce
via laptop
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Omni-channel tactics in action that drive customer behavior
Buy online/in-app –
pickup in-store
Convenient for shoppers while
driving traffic and sales in
merchant’s physical stores.

Endless Aisle
Bringing the practice of blending
physical and virtual product
together to create the ultimate
merchandising strategy.

Save for Later
Many shoppers switch from
the ecommerce web site to
smartphone to tablet when
conducting research and
completing purchases.

Omni-Channel
Returns
Returns are 3x greater for
online purchases.3

Deployment of Mobile
Wallets & mPOS
Americans will abandon a checkout line
and leave a store without making a
purchase after eight minutes of waiting
in a checkout line. British shoppers won’t
even wait around that long. They’ll walk
out after just six minutes.”.1

1https://blog.vendhq.com/post/64901829566/create-better-in-store-experiences; 2https://www.bigcommerce.com/blog/omni-channel-retail/; 3Retaildive.com:

customer expectations and inventory challenges, Oct. 2016.

Returns: Meeting
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To nail down an effective customer engagement strategy,
it must be all about the customer…journey
Search

Comparison
Shopping & deals/
offers/loyalty

Narrow down
purchase
options

*How

Review

MORE THAN 60%
of consumers say that buying and
paying for things – both online and in a
physical store – is inefficient,
unproductive and time consuming and
could be improved.*

Receive
Goods
Purchase

We Will Pay Consumers, connected devices And The future of payments, PYMNTS & Visa, June 2017
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Starting with the customer journey provides insight into your customers everyday needs and motivations (their life)

Map the Customer Journey*

Map and align omni-channel
capabilities to customer needs1

1. Identify the "personas" (or types of customers).
2. Identify the different stages and channels a customer
interacts with your business.
3. Plot the expectations customers have of your business
at each point in the journey map.
4. Identify how your service or product meets these
expectations.
5. Identify the crucial moments in the customers' journey
when they make a decision about purchasing from
your business (key payments step here).
6. Analyze the potential opportunities for reducing friction
and increasing pull through.
7. Use the insights you gain to list specific actions you will
take to make these improvements and innovate.

*https://www.americanexpress.com/us/small-business/openforum/articles/customer-journey-mapping-2/; 1The Strawhecker Group – The Internet of Payments Awakens
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Customer data & Integrated payments
Deepen knowledge of customers with the use of data

An Overwhelming Challenge
to Leverage Data:

A Wealth of Data
Available

Forecast Demand
Personalize Marketing & Advertising

Optimize Offerings

Predict Trends

Identify New & Existing Customers
What data is going to help facilitate action?
Create better loyalty?
Offer rewarding experiences?

Winners:
Retailers who embrace a data-first strategy, using the right mix of data at the right time. The
results are increased sales.
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The future is in delivering knowledge-based offers that
are centered on the life of the customer

Big Data
Omni-channel
Strategy
Customercentricity
✓

Adaptive models
Tools and Software
Machine learning

A consistent customer experience across
all channels with integrated payments and
deep customer insights.

Blend of data from an ever expanding number of devices,
channels and transactions in real-time enables leading
merchants to deliver highly-targeted offers to consumers
across all channels seamlessly.
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Advanced data analytics
Where our industry is headed

Moving beyond “What Happened”
to “What Will Happen”

1

2

3
Today

Report Writing
General Search/ Query
Functions

Analyze and Monitor
Dashboard/Scorecard
Capabilities

Predict and Respond
Machine Learning to power
data-driven actions

2019
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Premium Payback offers seamless shopping experience

Payment

Confirmation

Customer checks out as
normal

After transaction, customer
sees confirmation on screen,
and on the receipt

Redemption
option
If customer has enough points,
they’re prompted with a
redemption offer
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…at increasing number of retail locations
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Thank you
Mladen Vladic | GM Loyalty | FIS Payments

